DON’T MENTION THE EMERGENCY?

MAKING THE CASE FOR EMERGENCY CLIMATE ACTION

JANE MORTON
“THIS IS AN EMERGENCY AND FOR EMERGENCY SITUATIONS WE NEED EMERGENCY ACTION.”

United Nations [UN] Secretary-General Ban Ki Moon, 2007.1

“We’ve reached a point where we have a crisis, an emergency, but people don’t know that. There’s a big gap between what’s understood about global warming by the scientific community and what is known by the public and policymakers.”

James Hansen, 2008, then Director of NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies.2

“We must fully adopt the language of immediate crisis and existential danger. We must talk about climate change as threatening to cause the collapse of civilisation, killing billions of people and millions of species... This is not a matter of ‘protecting the planet for future generations’ but protecting our own lives and those of the people we care about.”

Margaret Klein Salamon, Research Director of The Climate Mobilization, 2016.3

“Under-reporting on [the extreme risks represented by tipping points] is irresponsible, contributing to the failure of imagination that is occurring today in our understanding of, and response to, climate change.”

David Spratt, Research Director for Breakthrough, 2018.4

“People who understand that they are literally fighting for their children’s lives may well lose all fear and become the kind of ‘irresistible’ non-violent force that changes everything. If we continue negotiating with the powers that be for less bad options, we cede our vision of what is possible before the fight even begins.”

Anya Grenier, lead author of ‘Blueprint for an emergency climate movement’, 2017.5

“Climate change is now reaching the end-game, where very soon humanity must choose between taking unprecedented action or accepting that it has been left too late and bear the consequences.”

Professor Hans Joachim Schellnhuber, Founding Director (1992-2018) of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, 2018.6

First published in Australia in 2018 by Darebin Climate Action Now.

Copyright. Reproduction of this handbook, in whole or in part, may only occur with the written permission of Darebin Climate Action Now. We actively encourage you to get in touch for permission, as we would love you to share and reuse this handbook.

Contact us at DarebinCAN@gmail.com. We also welcome your comments and invitations to work with groups to adapt the emergency message to reach various audiences.

Darebin Climate Action Now acknowledges the traditional owners and custodians of the land upon which this publication was created, the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin Nation. We pay our respects to their Elders, past, present and emerging. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are at the forefront of action on the climate crisis in Australia and we acknowledge the pivotal role they continue to play in protecting and caring for Country.
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Scientists are sounding the alarm

Recently, climate experts have started talking about a new category of threat: not just ‘dangerous’, or even ‘catastrophic’, but ‘existential’ – a threat that could annihilate most people on earth.7

In 2017, Professor Veerabhadran Ramanathan and thirty-two colleagues from the Committee to Prevent Extreme Climate Change examined scenarios relating to the Paris agreement to limit global temperature increases to “well below 2°C”.8 They found that only the strongest possible emergency emissions reductions, together with the drawing down of greenhouse gases from the atmosphere, gives any real chance of remaining below 1.5 degrees of warming by the end of the century.

The “well below 2°C” scenario (represented by the green line in the diagram) requires us to pull hard on three ‘levers’: (lever 1) rapidly reduce carbon dioxide emissions to zero; (lever 2) dramatically reduce short-lived climate pollutants like methane, hydrofluorocarbons and black soot; and (lever 3) draw down up to one trillion tonnes of the carbon dioxide already in the atmosphere (about half what we have emitted to date). Low-to-moderate emissions reduction scenarios (represented by orange and brown lines in the diagram) would likely take us well into the catastrophic and existential risk zones.9

We could be heading for ‘Hothouse Earth’

A paper by Australian climate scientist Professor Will Steffen, founding director of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, Professor Hans Schellnhuber, and 13 others found that “even if the Paris Accord target of a 1.5 °C to 2.0 °C rise in temperature is met, we cannot exclude the risk that a cascade of feedbacks could push the Earth System irreversibly onto a ‘Hothouse Earth’ pathway”.10 These authors urge consideration of the use of solar radiation management, in addition to the three levers described by the Committee to Prevent Extreme Climate Change, to minimise the risk of triggering tipping points.

Current warming is not safe

Even the current level of warming (just over one degree) is clearly far from safe: extreme weather is increasing, ice caps are melting, and coral reefs are dying. To return to below one degree of warming would require still stronger action than that outlined by Ramanathan and colleagues.11

A simplified version of a diagram from Ramanathan et. al. (2017) showing the range of probabilities of various temperature outcomes by 2100. It illustrates four scenarios (from left): a “well below 2°C” scenario with strong action on the three levers described above; a scenario in which the energy intensity (EI - the ratio of energy use to economic output) decreases by 80% (compared with 2010); a scenario in which EI decreases by only 50%; and a 50% EI decrease scenario that includes carbon cycle feedbacks.
The emergency message is not reaching the public

Time is running out to address the climate emergency, but there remains a vast gulf between what political leaders and the media say, and the truth. The most frequently heard message is that staying under two degrees of warming will keep us safe, and that gradual emissions reductions of around 26% (Coalition) or 45% (Labor) represent ‘our fair share’ of the challenge. The catastrophic risks are not explained and the speed and scale of action required is massively understated.

A number of forces make it difficult for an honest appraisal of the situation to reach the public.

Vested interests are running the biggest disinformation campaign in history. They have a corrupting influence on politicians and the media and are prepared to spend millions of dollars to block action.12

Climate scientists are pressured to understate the risks. They are threatened and harassed and risk losing research funding for making strong statements.13 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports “tend towards reticence and caution, erring on the side of ‘least drama’, and downplaying the more extreme and more damaging outcomes.”14

Climate scientist Kevin Anderson, of the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research, says: “We simply are not prepared to accept the revolutionary implications of our own findings, and even when we do we are reluctant to voice such thoughts openly.”15

There is a widespread but baseless view that ‘fear doesn’t work’16 and unfounded confidence in ‘bright-siding’ (positive-only messages).17 Scientists and journalists who use emotional language or talk about worst-case scenarios are shot down as ‘alarmists’,18 criticised for too much ‘doom and gloom’19 or accused of ‘peddling disaster porn’.20

Leaders must lead

We need leaders to step up, but they must hear a clear, strong emergency message coming from all sides before they will be willing to lead the public on emergency action.

This handbook describes the message that is increasingly being taken up by scientists, commentators and campaigners, and must eventually be taken up by leaders if we are to achieve a safe climate future in the time that remains.
Facts are not enough to move people to action

Effective messages speak to universal values and are conveyed via powerful images, evocative language and engaging stories.\textsuperscript{21} They evoke high arousal emotions like fear, anger, courage and determination, prompting a state of activation and readiness to act.\textsuperscript{22} And yet, campaigners and commentators are often urged not to talk in ways that arouse one key activating emotion: fear.\textsuperscript{23}

The following sections outline relevant research on emotions, including public health research on the use of fear in ‘high-threat high-efficacy’ campaigns.

Honesty is important

The ‘doom and gloom’ debate came to a head recently when deputy editor and senior journalist, David Wallace-Wells wrote a controversial New York Magazine cover story, The uninhabitable earth.\textsuperscript{24} The article was read more than two million times, even though it focused exclusively on worst-case outcomes of global warming, with no mention of solutions.

In replying to critics, who labeled him as alarmist,\textsuperscript{25} David Wallace-Wells argued that fully informing the public is important: “It just so happens that people seem much less aware of those sorts of [worst-case] risks than they are of the positive [possibility] that life will continue much like it is now … It didn’t seem plausible to me that there was more risk of scaring people too much than there was of not scaring them enough … If there’s a one per cent chance that we’ve set off a chain reaction that could end the human race, then that should be something that the public knows and thinks about.”\textsuperscript{26}

Joe Romm, founding editor of Climate Progress, a climate science blog, came out in support, pointing out that the most serious risks of global warming are generally not explained: “The true worst-case scenario is so bad that scientists simply assume humanity is too rational and moral to let that happen … The IPCC … has never plainly laid out what that worst-case scenario is and what it would mean for human society.”\textsuperscript{27}

All people have the right to know the truth and make informed choices in what has been referred to as ‘the age of consequences’.\textsuperscript{28}
‘High-threat high-efficacy’ messages work

Decades of advertising and public health initiatives show that a very effective way to move people to action is to provide moving and graphic descriptions of a personally relevant threat, together with clear advice about how to address it. The Quit anti-smoking campaign follows this format, as do those on speeding, seat belts, drink driving and AIDS. These are sometimes referred to as ‘high-threat high-efficacy’ campaigns and they all make extensive use of fear to catch the audience’s attention and prompt action. 29

A 2015 meta-analysis of 127 public health research studies concluded: “Fear appeals are effective at positively influencing attitudes, intentions, and behaviors; there are very few circumstances in which they are not effective, and there are no identified circumstances under which they backfire and lead to undesirable outcomes”. 30

A review by the World Health Organisation concluded that an initial tendency to avoid an anxiety-provoking message is not necessarily a bad sign: “Those smokers who engaged in avoidant behaviors were no less likely to intend to quit or to attempt to quit ... such reactions are actually indicators of positive impact.” 31 Fear appeals are no less effective with anxious individuals 32 and strong fear appeals are more persuasive than weak fear appeals. 33

Evoke anger and courage not guilt and helplessness

Anger can be useful for motivating people to act, as we can see from looking at successful campaigns around social justice issues. It can also counter feelings of depression or helplessness associated with a history of powerlessness. 34 Researchers Daniel Chapman, Brian Lickel and Ezra Markowitz argue that “contrary to a simplistic view of anger as destructive, research shows that anger is typically the emotion most strongly associated with motivating individuals to rectify social injustices”.35

Guilt and shame are used quite deliberately by opponents of environmental action to reinforce people’s identities as consumers rather than citizens 36 and divert them from taking up their power as citizens.

For example, when the food industry wanted to defeat laws to limit packaging waste and charge a deposit on bottles and cans, they launched the Keep America Beautiful campaign – soon cloned here as Keep Australia Beautiful. This aimed to shift public concern about over-production of waste by industry to a focus on individual responsibility and guilt about littering. 37

Messages calling for action by government have been found to receive more support than those calling for individual action. In one study, people who were less certain that climate change is a serious threat were found to be unresponsive to messages calling for individual action but more supportive of an active climate policy by government. 38 It is not fair to blame individuals for the climate crisis. Nor should we blame campaigners or scientists for a failure to get the message through. Yes, well-crafted messages are needed, but genuine action on climate would have succeeded long ago if it were not for the vast wealth and power of those opposing action.

Climate scientist Kate Marvel says that she is often asked to talk about hope, but she believes what is needed is courage. 39 In a crisis, courage and determination can move people to acts of self-sacrifice and heroism, even when success is not certain.
Leaders and trusted messengers are persuasive

A considerable part of the problem in getting the climate emergency message to the public is the failure of most of our political representatives to speak up and assume a leadership role. Research shows the strong effects of pressure from peers and leaders. According to Professor of Psychology Noam Shpancer: “Human beings are herd animals. We survive only in highly coordinated groups. Individually, we are designed to pick up social cues, coordinate and align our behaviour with those around us. Recent research has shown that social disapproval provokes the brain’s danger circuits. Conformity soothes.”

It is hard for people to believe that the climate crisis poses a catastrophic risk and emergency action is required while politicians bicker and score points, and commentators assert that the completely inadequate emissions reduction targets agreed to under the Paris climate agreement will be enough to keep us safe. It is sometimes argued that right-leaning voters are less willing to acknowledge the need for strong climate action because of their reluctance to interfere with the free market, but if right-wing political leaders show support for ideas like subsidies for the fossil fuel industry, or tougher regulation of energy retailers, then it becomes clear that the views of leaders are more potent than ideology.

Members of the public often underestimate the extent to which compassionate values are shared and may be unaware of the wide support for climate action policies. Finding out that many share their values and views can decrease cynicism and increase political engagement.

Campaigners are often told to reach out to various audiences using narratives that appeal to their world-views. However, political ‘tribal’ identities can be strong, and the signals used to pick a fellow member are subtle and hard to fake. Farmers trust farmers, defence experts trust defence experts. Climate campaigners need to put at least as much effort into finding and supporting trusted messengers as they do into crafting the messages. A well-chosen messenger will know what works with their audience.

Activate empathy and appeal to values

Remember the effect that the picture of the drowned Syrian boy and his father had on sympathy for refugees? If we want people to care about those who are already suffering, we need to tell the stories of people and use pictures that show faces and emotions. Humans tend to respond with compassion to individuals, or small numbers of people, not to ‘faceless masses’ (a well-documented phenomenon, known as the ‘identifiable victim effect’). “When an identifiable person is at risk of death, the media tell us a lot about them, and we may come to feel that we know them. Research on ‘vividness’ has shown that specific, concrete examples have far greater influence on what people think and how they behave than more comprehensive but pallid statistical information.” When we see another person suffering, or hear a compelling story, similar feelings are evoked in the observer, but this only works if we know enough about the person to feel an emotional connection.

There are ways of talking about conflicts and mass migration that evoke empathy rather than xenophobia, including re-framing global challenges as ‘human security’ issues rather than ‘national security’.

In their hearts, most people value the same things: health and happiness for themselves and their loved ones; good relationships with friends and family; leaving a positive legacy; and a safe climate future for their children. The apparent difference between conservative and progressive world views tends to dissolve when a crisis threatens a community. The Lock the Gate campaign against gas mining has shown that, even in conservative farming areas, if neighbours are approached by neighbours, over 90% will support Lock the Gate’s call to take a stand for “our land, our water and our future.”
Use three-word slogans and strong messages

Do three-word (or two-word) slogans work? Of course they do! Opponents of climate action use them (‘Axe the tax’, ‘Stop the boats’) and so does the climate movement (‘Stop Adani’, ‘Lock the Gate’, ‘100% renewables’).

A climate emergency message will only survive in the babble of information overload if it is conveyed via simple and memorable phrases. As communications expert David Fenton explains, “the brain only absorbs messages that are simple and that are repeated.”

Our brains unconsciously average: we have a strong tendency to assume that the best buy lies somewhere in the mid-price range and that the truth lies somewhere in between two strongly argued points of view. When a shop wants to sell a $600 TV, they are careful to place it between one that is less expensive and another that is more expensive. Similarly, audiences will tend to assume that climate reality is somewhere between what climate scientists say and what they have heard from climate sceptics.

As messaging expert George Lakoff has pointed out: “Political ground is gained not when you successfully inhabit the middle ground, but when you successfully impose your framing as the ‘common-sense’ position.”

The debate we need to have

The climate movement has spent much of what was sometimes referred to as ‘the critical decade’ arguing with disinformation experts whether climate change is real. It was not made clear to decision makers and the public that this was the critical decade for reaching zero emissions, not, as widely believed, the decade to reach peak emissions and start a gradual decline.

As founding director of the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Hans Schellnhuber points out, humanity is “now reaching the end-game.” There is now not enough time for a long debate about whether the current climate trajectory is an emergency or can be addressed with gradual change. The forecasts are compelling and the scenarios are devastating. It’s time to move straight to the most important question of our times: how to restore a safe climate at emergency speed.

Average global temperature from 20,000 BC. Based on a graph by Jos Hagalaars (2013) drawing on data from a number of scientific papers.
Explaining that the earth is already too hot is an approach that is more readily understood than referring to global temperatures. Saying that ‘we need to stay under two degrees of warming’ makes it sound as though the danger is somewhere far in the future. And referring to the threat as ‘two degrees of warming’ can make it sound like just a few more beach days. A concerted campaign to ‘connect the dots’ between global warming and droughts, floods and fires has helped raise public awareness that global warming is dangerous and happening now, rather than being a vague threat in the future.

Media attention on the bleaching and subsequent death of large parts of the Great Barrier Reef, including emotional responses from David Attenborough and coral scientists, seems to have helped shift public understanding beyond this towards awareness that global warming is causing irreparable harm.

People are suffering as well as the natural world

Heat wave deaths: The heatwave in the lead up to the Black Saturday fires in Victoria killed twice as many people as the fires did and the 2003 European heatwave killed 35,000, but images of the people affected are difficult to find. Audiences connect more with stories than with statistics.

Food and water shortages: If current patterns of use continue, two-thirds of the world’s population will be facing water shortages by 2025. “What’s happening bit by bit is that water scarcity is becoming increasingly common all around the world, no matter where you look, as country after country hits the limit of what it can use,” says Professor Mike Young, specialist in water policy at the University of Adelaide, “whether that’s in Australia, California, China, India, Pakistan, or right throughout Africa.”
A four degrees warmer world is now a likely outcome if we continue our current path, not a worst-case scenario. Scientists are increasingly speaking out about the risk of catastrophic outcomes, including the deaths of billions of people and the collapse of human civilisation. According to Professor Kevin Anderson: “A 4°C future is incompatible with an organised global community, is likely to be beyond ‘adaptation’, is devastating to the majority of ecosystems, and has a high probability of not being stable.” He says: “If you have got a population of nine billion by 2050 and you hit 4°C, 5°C or 6°C, you might have half a billion people surviving.”

These are important components of the emergency message because they describe impacts that will affect everyone. The relatively well-off may assume that they can buy themselves food and shelter despite extreme weather and sea-level rise, but if human civilisation breaks down, everyone will suffer.

We risk the collapse of human civilisation

A four degrees warmer world is now a likely outcome if we continue our current path, not a worst-case scenario. Scientists are increasingly speaking out about the risk of catastrophic outcomes, including the deaths of billions of people and the collapse of human civilisation. According to Professor Kevin Anderson: “A 4°C future is incompatible with an organised global community, is likely to be beyond ‘adaptation’, is devastating to the majority of ecosystems, and has a high probability of not being stable.” He says: “If you have got a population of nine billion by 2050 and you hit 4°C, 5°C or 6°C, you might have half a billion people surviving.”

We are running out of time to act

The story of tipping points is central to making the case for emergency action. It’s not just that global warming is worsening, it may soon move beyond our capacity to influence. Going over a cliff slowly is not that much different from going over a cliff fast. We need to apply the brakes not just take our foot off the accelerator.

Recently we have seen slowing of the Atlantic Ocean currents including the Gulf Stream, a phenomenon associated with abrupt temperature changes in the last Ice Age. As oceans are becoming more acidic and circulation of nutrients slows, the number of phytoplankton is decreasing at 1% per year, affecting the aquatic food chain and the production of the oxygen we breathe. Other tipping points of concern include:

- Thawing of the Arctic permafrost, with an associated release of carbon dioxide and methane.
- Large-scale die-back of forests, leading to a reduced capacity for natural drawdown.
- Melting of large ice sheets, resulting in heating due to decreased albedo (the proportion of the heat from the sun’s rays that is reflected).

How many people understand what such tipping points mean for our future?
If we are to make an emergency transition at the speed and scale that is required, we need a psychological and political shift into emergency mode. However, this transition is seldom mentioned. Margaret Klein Salamon from The Climate Mobilization in the United States, describes emergency mode like this: “Imagine there is a fire in your house. What do you do? What do you think about? Your senses are heightened, you are focused like a laser, and you put your entire self into your actions. You enter emergency mode.”

Emergencies can bring out the best in people – or the worst. So the framing of the emergency message needs to include words and images linked to collaborative effort and a re-ordering of community priorities. One way to approach this is to say that we need to move into emergency mode as we do when faced with a cyclone, fire or flood, working with others to do whatever is needed. Disasters often move people to acts of great courage and bring communities together to work for the greater good. For example, following the 2015 Brisbane floods, 55,000 people came out on the streets to contribute to the clean-up.

The transition into emergency mode usually happens as a disaster unfolds, creating a tangible trigger. How can campaigners motivate this shift? One option is to initiate a process to declare a climate emergency. In Australia, we are used to the declaration of an emergency in times of natural disaster. In such times the priorities of communities shift radically: people readily support rationing or regulation of essential services and are willing to direct all available resources to the shared task of overcoming the crisis.
A society-wide climate mobilisation is required

As well as describing a shift in state of mind, the solutions part of the climate emergency message must capture the speed and scale of change required. The Climate Mobilization calls for people to pledge support for a World War II-scale climate mobilisation. ⁷⁸

History shows that societies can rapidly transform when faced with a serious threat: massive changes have been achieved in wartime. The threat of billions of people dying as large parts of the world become uninhabitable is bigger than any war we have faced. This framing has been used by Australian climate scientist, Professor Will Steffen, who is quoted as saying we need something “more like wartime footing”. ⁷⁹

Some campaigners in Australia have been reluctant to use wartime as a frame, but it is difficult to find an alternative: the Snowy Mountains scheme was a massive project but it didn’t transform the whole economy; Al Gore uses the spread of technologies such as the mobile phone to talk about fast change, ⁸⁰ but again this comparison does not convey the need for a period of society-wide change predominantly driven by regulation. An alternative wording that has been used in the Australian campaign to declare a climate emergency is to talk about “a scale and speed of change never before seen in peacetime”. ⁸¹

A fast transition to zero emissions is possible

It has been clear for at least a decade that an emergency transition to zero emissions and beyond is required. While governments have turned a blind eye to the risk, climate campaigners, experts, and community leaders have had to shoulder the burden of developing emergency transition plans.

In Australia, Beyond Zero Emissions has produced zero emissions plans for stationary energy (electricity), buildings and land use. ⁸² In the United States, Ezra Silk from The Climate Mobilization has written a Victory Plan ⁸³ describing the social and economic changes needed to accomplish an emergency transition. These include the use of rationing of essential services and strong regulation to ensure fairness and protection for affected workers and communities.

A recent book, Drawdown, edited by Paul Hawken, reports on the work of a vast team of researchers and recommends 80 initiatives that could reduce emissions and/or accomplish large-scale drawdown. ⁸⁴ Drawdown describes many well-known climate solutions like 100% renewable energy, electric vehicles, energy efficiency, changing what we eat, and reducing food waste. Also described are some less well-known solutions, including improving women’s access to education and voluntary high-quality family planning in developing countries, and rapidly phasing out problematic refrigerant gases.
What goes up must come down

Addressing the climate emergency requires us to implement as many solutions as possible simultaneously, without delaying emissions reductions and with no use of ‘offsets’. The earth is already too hot and our carbon budget has been zero for quite some time. From now on, what goes up must come back down. As we are already in overshoot, there is an additional task of drawing down some of the carbon already in the atmosphere – a process sometimes referred to as ‘negative emissions’ or ‘atmospheric carbon extraction’.

There has been little public discussion of drawdown, and there are a number of reasons this might be an awkward topic. The Paris agreement relies heavily on being able to successfully suck the carbon emissions back from the atmosphere in the longer term, using measures such as biomass energy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS). This reliance is not directly mentioned and BECCS is unlikely to work at the scale required. According to deputy director of the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research, Kevin Anderson: “It is pantomime season and the world has just gambled its future on the appearance in a puff of smoke of a carbon-sucking fairy godmother.”

Former NASA chief scientist James Hansen estimates that: “If phasedown of fossil fuel emissions begins soon, improved agricultural and forestry practices - including reforestation and steps to improve soil fertility and increase its carbon content- may provide much of the necessary carbon dioxide extraction.”

Natural carbon drawdown methods, including restoration of forests and wetlands, regenerative farming, biochar and marine permaculture, are all win-win solutions and talking about these can help raise support for negative emissions. The sooner we reach zero emissions, the smaller the drawdown task will be and the less we will need to rely on expensive measures like direct air capture of carbon dioxide or problematic measures like BECCS.

Restoring forests and wetlands

We are in a race against time when it comes to preserving and regenerating forests, wetlands and other ecosystems. If we take the strongest possible action to reduce emissions, and move fast, the natural world can make a significant contribution to the tasks of drawing down the carbon dioxide we must remove from the atmosphere. If we move slowly, we will see global warming destroying these habitats faster than we can restore them.

“Reforestation and afforestation could improve the quality of the planet through the conservation of biodiversity and an improvement in water quality and water resources, and all of this while we are reducing the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. It’s a win-win-win possibility” according to Alessandro Baccini, a lead author of a 2017 study on tropical forests.

Coastal wetlands and mangrove forests are very rich carbon stores. Coastal wetlands can store five times as much carbon as tropical forests over the long-term while providing nurseries for fish, feeding grounds for migratory birds and a first line of defence against storm surges.
Regenerative farming and biochar

Soil contains more carbon than air and plants combined. This means even a minor change in soil carbon would be likely to have major implications. According to Whendee Silver, senior author of a 2018 meta-analysis of the impact of changed farming practices on soil carbon and climate, “well-established agricultural management practices such as planting cover crops, optimising grazing and sowing legumes on rangelands, if instituted globally, could capture enough carbon from the atmosphere and store it in the soil to make a significant contribution to international global warming targets.”

Regenerative farming practices minimise or eliminate the need for fertilisers and pesticides, reducing cost, and improving the health of the soil by allowing below-ground life to flourish. They help store water in the soil, drought-proofing farms, and can cool the local area via transpiration (the way plants take in and give off moisture). As Whendee Silver explains: “Anytime you increase the organic content of soils, you are generally increasing the fertility, water-holding capacity, and sustainability, decreasing erosion and improving general resilience to climate change.” Across the world, around one billion acres has been lost to land degradation. Drawdown project researchers estimate that almost half of that area could be converted to regenerative agriculture.

Biochar is a stable form of carbon produced by the controlled heating of plant and/or animal material (biomass feedstock) at high temperatures in a low oxygen environment. When buried, it improves soils and stores carbon over hundreds of years.

Yacouba Sawadogo (shown in the picture above) is a farmer from Burkina Faso in Africa who pioneered farmer-managed natural regeneration, allowing trees to grow between his grain crops. Use of this simple, cheap and effective technique has spread rapidly in neighbouring areas and is helping to hold back the spread of the Sahara Desert. “This is probably the largest positive environmental transformation in the Sahel and perhaps in all of Africa,” according to Chris Reij, a Dutch environmental specialist who has worked in northern Africa for thirty years. He estimates that in Niger alone, farmers have grown 200 million trees and rehabilitated 12.5 million acres of land.

Marine permaculture

The oceans are also a massive store of carbon, containing 55 times as much as the atmosphere, mostly in the top 150 metres of water. Plankton and kelp together comprise half the organic matter on earth and produce at least half the earth’s oxygen. Scientist Tim Flannery and Drawdown editor Paul Hawken both see potential for marine permaculture to recreate entire ocean ecosystems and contribute to drawdown. Wave-driven pumps could bring nutrient-rich water close to the surface, allowing kelp and other seaweeds to grow on squares of giant mesh, attracting fish. If these techniques are found to be scalable, they could contribute to reversing acidification, cooling coral reefs and protecting the coast from storms.
Talking about ‘safe passage’ is important

As we reduce the carbon emissions from burning fossil fuels, we will face a brief spike in warming as the Earth loses the cooling influence of the pollution in the atmosphere. The risks we face of passing tipping points during this spike in temperature are seldom discussed, and the technologies for temporarily cooling the earth that could assist with ‘safe passage’ through this period are mired in controversy.

Governments are already looking into geoengineering technologies, including solar radiation management methods. However, such methods understandably raise concerns about governments acting unilaterally in ways that benefit their constituents, but at a cost to people in other parts of the world. There is also a fear that discussing geoengineering as a solution could be used to delay action. It has been argued that even researching these methods is dangerous for this reason.

However, it is time to carefully research the pros and cons of these technologies so we can make well-informed decisions and discuss the issue in ways that do not alienate potential supporters of emergency action.

Describing benefits can build support

There are many lifestyle benefits from making a transition to a safe climate and these can be told as part of the emergency mobilisation message. Solar and wind power, and battery storage, have come down in price faster than most experts expected. Renewable energy is cleaner and cheaper too, as the fuel is free. Imagine a world where there is no need for wars over oil and gas, or dangerous pipelines and oil tankers.

Electric transport is cleaner and quieter. Cities with good public transport, bike paths, and walking paths are more enjoyable to live in than cities crisscrossed by freeways. Ten star houses that are self-sufficient for power, well-designed and well-insulated are more comfortable to live in. Eating food grown in nutrient-rich soils without fertilisers and pesticides will make us healthier. The transition to renewable energy and sustainable agriculture provides many opportunities for communities to regain control of energy and food distribution networks.

There are social benefits as well. A lifestyle that involves recycling, less rubbish, and less ‘stuff’ can make us happier and less stressed as well as preserving the natural environment. Contributing to improved education and family planning services for women and girls around the world is a highly-effective use of our foreign aid.

Support is already stronger than many realise

As mentioned earlier, people feel less cynical when they realise that most others are motivated by universal values, not selfishness and greed. It is likely to be helpful for members of the public to know that a 2017 survey of 8000 people in eight countries for the Global Challenges Foundation found that 84% consider climate change a “global catastrophic risk”. The figure for Australia was 75%, somewhat lower, but still a very solid majority. Another useful statistic from the same survey was that 81% of 1000 Australians polled agreed, “we should try to prevent climate catastrophes, which might not occur for several decades or centuries, even if it requires making considerable changes that impact on our current living standards”.

Conservatives are waking up

The most challenging aspect of describing the climate emergency mobilisation is painting a picture of the political path. Many find the ascendance of Donald Trump in the United States and the disruptive force of the coal lobby in Australian politics disheartening. However, not all of those on the right of politics are against action on climate. In Britain, the ruling Conservative Party is planning to phase out coal power within seven years, and their Energy Minister is quoted as saying: “Conservatism to me is about protecting what you inherit and improving it”.

One possible solar radiation management approach uses a tethered balloon to inject sulfate aerosols into the stratosphere. Image from Wikipedia by Hugh Hunt.
Authors George Monbiot, Naomi Klein, Jonah Sachs and others have pointed out that “No is not enough”: it is important to convey a positive vision of the future, built on universal values and reorienting society away from “the failed narratives [of greed and selfishness] wrecking our world”.\(^{111}\)

Jonah Sachs says: “I want you to be part of the story wars because our world is badly in need of solutions in so many spheres – economic, social and environmental to name just a few. The ability to dream up and spread these solutions lives or dies on the ability to tell great stories that inspire people to think differently. Nothing is more urgent than that right now”.\(^{112}\)

There are many groups working on campaigns for the greater good that are natural allies of the climate movement. Environmentalist and author Paul Gilding has predicted that the experience of working together on something as important as preserving human civilisation and the natural world could help cooperation between nations.\(^{113}\) Climate change is one of the greatest threats facing humanity, but we also know it is an opportunity to create a more just and sustainable world.\(^{114}\)

Research on social movements by Erica Chenoweth, co-author of Why civil resistance works suggests that just 3.5% of the population engaged in non-violent direct action can win even in the face of what seems like overwhelming odds, providing their cause has broad support.\(^{115}\) And, as the Occupy movement has argued: “We are the 99%”. The vast majority of Australians support a transition to renewable energy, want a federal anti-corruption body, and value honesty and fairness.\(^{116}\) If people understood that we are risking climate catastrophe, there would be support for emergency action from most people.

Sometimes it seems that progress is slow, but as Paul Gilding also points out - using the example of the #metoo movement - it can look as though nothing much is changing, and then suddenly large changes are triggered.\(^{117}\) As with climate tipping points, it is hard to spot social tipping points until after the event.

It is useful to distinguish true conservatives from those who are sometimes referred to as the ‘hard-right’ who seem determined to undermine democracy and the free press, scrap social safety nets, sell off public assets, and fry the planet.

As mentioned earlier, the Lock the Gate campaign has been successful in mobilising traditionally conservative Australian farmers. Similarly, the Irish referendum to legalise abortion won the support of many conservatives because campaigners – many of them young – reached out to everyone, old and young. Journalist Fintan O’Toole, from The Guardian, reported “They stayed calm and dignified. And when they were jeered at, they did not jeer back. ... They did not assume that an elderly lady going to mass in a rural village was a lost cause. ... It turned out that a lot of people were sick of being typecast as conservatives. It turned out that a lot of people like to be treated as complex, intelligent and compassionate individuals.”\(^{110}\)

Together we are strong

Authors George Monbiot, Naomi Klein, Jonah Sachs and others have pointed out that “No is not enough”: it is important to convey a positive vision of the future, built on universal values and reorienting society away from “the failed narratives [of greed and selfishness] wrecking our world”.\(^{111}\)

Jonah Sachs says: “I want you to be part of the story wars because our world is badly in need of solutions in so many spheres – economic, social and environmental to name just a few. The ability to
Early successes of The Climate Mobilization campaign in the United States have included persuading Democratic Party presidential primaries candidate, Bernie Sanders, to strengthen his calls for climate action, and negotiating to have emergency action included in the platform of the Democratic Party: “It would be a grave mistake for the United States to wait for another nation to lead the world in combating the global climate emergency. In fact, we must move first in launching a green industrial revolution ... Just as America’s greatest generation led the effort to defeat the Axis Powers during World War II, so must our generation now lead a World War II-type national mobilisation to save civilisation from catastrophic consequences.”

The Climate Mobilization campaign has successfully pushed five local governments in New Jersey, Maryland and California to declare a climate emergency. They are also working with a coalition of community groups in Los Angeles to establish America’s first Climate Emergency Mobilization Department.

Scientists and campaigners are beginning to speak out more clearly about the need for emergency action. There are several groups working on emergency transition campaigns. Campaigns on specific issues also have an important role in telling their part of the climate emergency story.

Australian emergency transition campaigns

In 2016, as the Great Barrier Reef was bleaching, community climate groups in Australia launched a campaign to pressure the Federal Government to declare a climate emergency (see more at http://climateemergencydeclaration.org). The campaign is supported by 55 community groups and 20,000 individuals, including some federal and state members of parliament and a number of councillors.

Breakthrough - The National Centre for Climate Restoration is an independent Australian think tank that develops climate emergency thought leadership to influence the national debate and policy making. Work is being done to recruit trusted messengers, such as defence experts, who can reach out to those on both sides of politics. A visit by United States defence expert Sherri Goodman in April 2017 was a catalyst for a senate inquiry into the security implications of climate change. The Sustainable Living Festival in Victoria consistently conveys an emergency transition message to a broad audience.
Local government emergency transition campaigns

Local government campaigns can lay the groundwork for emergency action at higher levels of government. Darebin Council in inner-city Melbourne has unanimously declared a climate emergency, written a climate emergency plan and made climate action a key consideration in their strategic plan. The picture on the previous page shows eight Darebin councillors. Groups including Council Action in the Climate Emergency (CACE) are working with several other Australian councils. Similar campaigns are active in the United States and the United Kingdom.122

Single issue campaigns

Contributing to emergency action with single issue campaigns. Campaigns on issues with a specific or localised focus, such as those on renewable energy, fossil fuels and forests, are a vital component of winning an emergency transition. Often these campaigns focus on impacts other than climate. For example, they may include a focus on land rights of traditional owners if a gas, coal or logging project is on Aboriginal land, or impacts on water and land if farmers are involved. Similarly, the campaign to stop the Adani coal mine in Queensland focusses on the risk to the reef.

Build awareness over time. In single issue campaigns, it is often more effective to reach out to new supporters with a message about local impacts. However, over time it may be possible to build awareness of broader climate issues. For example, a local campaign to save a particular forest area from logging can evolve over time to include messages about the importance of preserving and restoring forest carbon stores as part of solving the climate crisis. All campaigners can convey a strong climate message when meeting with politicians or talking to well-engaged supporters.

Avoid misleading messages. Ideally, all campaigning on climate and related issues is consistent with an overarching climate emergency message. The important thing is to use messages that are as strong as possible and avoid messages that are so weak as to be misleading.

For example, it’s not accurate to say that stopping the Adani mine will save the reef: a stronger and more honest message is ‘Coal is killing the reef’. ‘Coal kills’ is a useful message as it covers coal’s impact on the reef, coal’s impact on mortality rates of people who live near coal infrastructure and the deaths already being caused by climate impacts linked to coal. The following section lists some weak or misleading messages to avoid and summarises elements of the climate emergency message.
The climate emergency message will gain traction if it is heard from as many community leaders and commentators as possible. As a minimum, it is important to stop using weak and misleading messages.

**Drop misleading or weak messages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Misleading Message</th>
<th>Correct Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minimise use of the term climate change.</strong></td>
<td>Talking about <em>climate change</em> amplifies the denier meme “the climate is always changing”. <em>Global warming</em> is a term that has been shown to evoke significantly more concern.¹²³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Don’t say “We need to stay under two degrees of warming to avoid dangerous climate change.”</strong></td>
<td>Two degrees is not safe; it was a limit that arose out of a reluctance to acknowledge how serious the situation already was in 1990.¹²⁴ As predicted, we are now seeing serious impacts at only one degree of warming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Don’t imply we have a remaining carbon budget. Avoid phrases like “The Adani mine would blow our carbon budget” or “We must leave 80% of our gas and coal in the ground”.</strong></td>
<td>Bill McKibben’s 2012 article, <em>Global warming’s terrifying new math</em>, popularised the view that we had a remaining carbon budget of 565 gigatons,¹²⁵ reversing 350.org’s previous emphasis on returning below 350 parts per million of atmospheric carbon dioxide.¹²⁶ The earth is already too hot: we have long since blown our carbon budget. We need to get to zero emissions as fast as humanly possible and well before 2050. We must leave all coal and gas in the ground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The changes we are seeing are not “the new normal”</strong>.</td>
<td>We are seeing the start of escalating and accelerating changes. Unless we take strong action, we will see further changes, not stabilisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Don’t talk about the Paris agreement as though it will keep us safe or say that emissions reductions of 26% or 45% are “our fair share of staying below two degrees”.</strong></td>
<td>The <em>emissions reduction pledges</em> made as part of the Paris agreement bear no relationship to the 1.5°C or 2°C <em>temperature limits</em> countries signed up to – nor to the 1°C limit that would be safer. Even if honoured, the Paris <em>emissions pledges</em> condemn us to a world 3°C to 5°C hotter with catastrophic outcomes.¹²⁷ Emergency action is required for any real chance of staying under 2°C warming, let alone 1.5°C or 1°C.¹²⁸</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Sound the alarm: Describe the climate emergency threat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“We are facing a climate emergency.”</td>
<td>Use strong language to describe the threat. Other useful terms include <em>climate crisis, climate damage, or climate disruption.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The earth is already too hot.”</td>
<td>Make clear that we are already outside the safe climate zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“People are in danger and suffering.”</td>
<td>Global warming is already causing food and water shortages and is a threat multiplier for conflict and mass migration. People are suffering, as well as the natural world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We are doing irreparable harm.”</td>
<td>Talking about impacts such as the death of large parts of the Great Barrier Reef makes clear that the damage we are doing may not be reversible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We are risking the death of billions of people and the collapse of human civilisation.”</td>
<td>Explain <em>existential threat.</em> We are heading for warming of 3 to 5 degrees later this century unless we dramatically change course, and at these temperatures much of the earth may be uninhabitable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We are running out of time.”</td>
<td>We are close to or past tipping points.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Call for action: Describe emergency mobilisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“It’s time to move into emergency mode, as we do when facing a fire or a flood except at a much larger scale.”</td>
<td>Convey the need to move outside business-as-usual and politics-as-usual, doing whatever is needed, and making action on the climate emergency a central priority for governments. One way of doing this is to call for the declaration of a climate emergency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We must reverse global warming, reaching negative emissions as fast as humanly possible.”</td>
<td>We need to cool the earth, not just stop heating it. This means (i) a rapid transition to zero carbon emissions; (ii) rapid reductions in short-lived climate pollutants such as methane and black soot; and (iii) drawdown and sequestration of the excess carbon dioxide already in the atmosphere.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“This requires a massive whole-of-government effort of a speed and scale never before seen in peacetime.”</td>
<td>100% renewable energy is one part of the solution. Regulating to close down the fossil fuel industry is another. But what is needed is far more than this - the strongest possible action right across society, making large changes as fast as humanly possible, as societies have done in the past when facing an existential threat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We are making the world a better place.”</td>
<td>It is important to convey the positives of the emergency transition including beneficial social changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Fast political change is possible.”</td>
<td>Social tipping points, like climate tipping points, are difficult to see until afterwards, but they have occurred before.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“We are part of a growing movement.”</td>
<td>We need courage to take strong action, confident that we are on the right side of history and that others share our views.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION

Will you help tell the story of the climate emergency?

Our first step is to shift the message so that people hear from every direction the human story of the climate emergency and the speed and scale of the changes required to address it. We need to throw everything we’ve got at the technological solutions and everything we’ve got at the political solutions as well.

If you are a scientist, campaigner or community leader, you can:

• Tell the truth about how serious things are: the earth is already too hot; tipping points are close or passed; and we must act now to avoid risking the collapse of human civilisation and the deaths of billions of people.

• Make use of both fear and anger to motivate action, but pair them with clear descriptions of measures that can adequately address the threat.

• Understand the implications of the climate science – don’t suggest that 1.5 or two degrees of warming is safe, that we have a remaining carbon budget, or that gradual change will suffice.

If you are a member of the public, you can:

• Support campaigns for emergency climate action. Also those opposing fossil fuel projects or protecting forests (see list at https://climateemergencydeclaration.org)

• Bring the emergency message to a campaign you are already involved with.

• Reach out to influential people and your local networks.

• Send messages of appreciation to journalists, campaigners and politicians who convey a clear climate emergency message.

• Vote for strong action on climate at election time.
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As climate catastrophe looms ever closer, some opinion leaders still hold fast to the view that we must not mention the seriousness of our plight for fear of demoralising people.

But how could we explain to our children, in some dystopian future of runaway global warming, that we held back from telling the truth at a time when human action could still have made a difference?

It’s time to talk honestly about the climate emergency and what we need to do to save human civilisation and the precious ecosystems on which we depend.

Jane Morton is a clinical psychologist, who worked for 30 years in public sector mental health services. She is the lead author of a book on Acceptance and Commitment Therapy and a number of consultants reports to the Victorian government. Five years ago, she went into semi-retirement to campaign on the climate emergency. She is convenor of Darebin Climate Action Now, and active in the Australian campaign to declare a climate emergency.

Download the handbook, footnotes and additional material at: http://climateemergencydeclaration.org/climatemessaging